
AR FLIGHTING

Abrasion Resistant (AR) flighting 
is made using a high-carbon steel 
plate that is quenched and tem-
pered to increase hardness. This 
steel is then made into flighting,  
resulting in longer-lasting life.

AGI Hutchinson is proud to offer 
this reinforced flighting to help you 
avoid the costly delay of replace-
ment. With a lifespan 3X longer 
than regular flighting, you won’t  
be wasting time in the yard  
replacing worn out flighting and 
you won’t need to be spending  
the extra money to buy new. 

What is AR Flighting?

Flighting was tested by churning grain in an open trough to simulate high wear areas, 
like the boot and the hopper. Known to be very harsh on flighting, the testing was 
done using rice. The rice was replaced regularly, assuring the breakdown of the rice 
didn’t effect the test.

Testing Process

AR KITS INCLUDE:

• Transition flight with all AR

• Boot flight with all AR

• Swing flight with 3 revolutions 
of AR

• Hopper flight with 2 revolutions  
of ARs

Yes, steel AR Flighting out performs all other flighting. The extended life of AR 
beats standard flighting by 300% - which will save you the hassle and added cost 
of replacing the flighting. 

Get more out of your  
auger with AGI Hutchinson’s 
AR Flighting

Is it worth the investment?  
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HUTCHINSON is an AGI Brand. 

AGI is a leading provider of equipment solutions for agriculture bulk commodities including seed, 
fertilizer, grain, and feed systems with a growing platform in providing equipment and solutions for 
food processing facilities. AGI has manufacturing facilities in Canada, the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Brazil, India and Italy and distributes its products globally.


